We study quasi-parabolic analytic transformations of C 2 that are 'non-dynamically separating'. With the help of some new local invariants, we show the existence of attracting domains for such analytic transformations.
Introduction
Let f be an analytic transformation of C 2 of the form
a ij z i w j ,
where λ = e iθ = 1. Such an f is said to be quasi-parabolic at the origin. One of the most important problems in local holomorphic dynamics is the generalization of the well-known Leau-Fatou flower theorem in one-dimensional holomorphic dynamics to higher dimensions. The most studied transformations in this regard are those tangent to the identity (i.e. the linear part of the transformation is the identity). See, for example, [1] and the references therein for a survey on known results and [8] [9] [10] for more recent advancements. In [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , some of these results have been extended to quasi-parabolic transformations.
Before we state our main result, let us first recall some basic definitions concerning quasi-parabolic analytic transformations (see [3, 6] for more details). Set
We say that f is in ultra-resonant normal form (respectively, asymptotic ultraresonant normal form) ifμ(f ) µ(f ) (respectively,μ(f ) = ∞). By [3, proposition 2.3], one can always (possibly formally) conjugate f intof , which is in asymptotic ultra-resonant normal form. We shall call µ := µ(f ) the essential order of f ,
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ν := ν(f ) the generic order of f and τ := µ − ν − 1 the type of f . By [3, lemma 2.5], the essential order is well defined and the sign of the type is also well defined when µ < ∞. We say that f is dynamically separating if µ < ∞ and τ 0, and non-dynamically separating otherwise.
In [3] , Bracci and Molino showed the existence of 'parabolic curves' for quasiparabolic transformations in C 2 that are dynamically separating. This result was later generalized by Rong to any dimension (see [6] ). Moreover, in [7] sufficient conditions were given for the existence of 'parabolic manifolds' and attracting domains. However, no general results are known in the non-dynamically separating case (see [2, open problem (OP20 )]).
In this paper, we shall focus on the non-dynamically separating case. More precisely, we shall assume that f is in ultra-resonant normal form with µ < ∞ and τ > 0. We can then rewrite (1.1) as
with 1 ν < µ − 1 and a, b = 0. We then define the director of f as
And we say that f is transversally attracting if
As in [9, remark 2.5], we note explicitly that the power function x −ν/(µ−1) is a multi-valued function. Condition (1.3) should be interpreted as 'one of these values has positive real part'. Such a condition is quite weak. In fact, one may readily check that the only case when this condition fails is when µ − 1 = 2ν and α is purely imaginary.
Our main result is as follows. 
Attracting domains
We first prove the following lemma, which in part extends [3, lemma 2.5]. 
Proof. Write f = (f 1 , f 2 ), with
and write g = (g 1 , g 2 ), with
First consider a conjugation between f and g of the form
Since g is in ultra-resonant normal form withμ >ν + 1, one may readily check that
and Next consider the conjugation between f and g of the form ϕ = (pz+qw, rz+sw).
From (2.5) and (2.6), we get
Thus,
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The above lemma shows that the essential order, the generic order, the director and the notion of transversally attracting are all well defined.
Next, we shall perform blow-ups z = z, w = zw. The effect of the blow-ups is that the degree of terms w l z m with l 1 in z 1 and terms w l z m with l 2 in w 1 will increase, while the degree of terms z m with m µ in w 1 will decrease. We also need to perform the transformation z = z, w =w + cz m , with c = −d/(λ − 1), to get rid of terms dz m in w 1 . A suitable combination of such blow-ups and transformations will increase the degrees of terms w l z m with l 1 in z 1 (respectively, with l 2 in w 1 ), while keeping f in ultra-resonant normal form. After finite steps, we can write the blow-up map as follows (using z, w by abuse of notation):
Set r := µ − 1. By scaling, we can rewrite (2.7) as
with β := Re λ −1 c > 0 and 0 < λ
Denote by D the open set
which intersects the z-plane at the positive real axis, and where t := s − ν and 0 < ρ
and
Thus, we have |w
Write z r = ε(z)e iδ(z) with 0 < ε(z) < ε and |δ(z)| < δ. Define x = 1−z r (1+o (1)). Then it is easy to see that |x| < 1 and that arg x and δ(z) are of opposite signs, with |arg x| < |δ(z)|. From (2.10) we have 
More precisely, we have z r n = a n n e iψn with a n > 0 going to 1 and ψ n going to 0 as n goes to infinity. Write c = |c|e iφ . Set
Then,
By assumption, we have cos(φ − θ) > 0. Thus, for k large enough, we can choose σ > 0 (independent of k) such that cos(φ − θ + νψ k /r) > σ. Thus, For n large, we have This completes the proof of theorem 1.1.
